Blue Cruises in Turkey

The concept of blue cruises in Turkey has been developing in the last few years. Imagine
that you’re relaxing and pampered in amazing natural surroundings. While cruising on a
luxurious yacht, you will leave all your everyday stress behind. This is how best to sum up a
Blue Cruise experience.
Turkey has so much to offer;
It has a beautiful coastline where the clean turquoise Aegean and Mediterranean seas
meet
Breathtaking coats are the center of the Blue Voyage route.
Weather is perfect with its long summer sunshine. But also, the light afternoon
breezes also offer the opportunity to open the sails.
The rugged unspoiled coastline also provides pretty sheltered coves giving sheltered
overnight anchorages, with swimming and walking options.
You will see and be able to explore historic ruins, smell the wild herbs and see
traditional village life, some aspects of which remain unchanged over many years.
Through ought the day the scenery will change, as your chosen yacht or gulet will sail to
new locations, where you will be wined and dined along the way. You can be as active as you
wish, there will be opportunities to swim, snorkel, canoe, windsurf, jet ski, make
excursions…. or simply relax on your sunbed with your book!
You will also have the chance to visit small resorts with pretty harbors, allowing
opportunities for shopping and sightseeing. Whether you choose a luxurıous Motor yacht or
a traditional Turkish wooden gulet, you can be assured of comfortable cabins with en-suite
facilities, spacious decks with dining facilities, plus a helpful knowledgeable crew to look
after you…
All Gulet offers a whole range of blue cruises in Turkey, simply select the yacht and
itinerary and we will take care of all of the arrangements. Initially, you may have many
queries regards group size, budgets, or indeed other special requirements. Simply email or
call one of our experienced, discreet staff, who are ready to help, we look forward to
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hearing from you. All Gulet we make makes your dream a reality!
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